
Fill in the gaps

Fight for life by Carlos Jean & LucÃa Scansetti

  (1)________________  the days

 When it was  (2)________  to dream awake

 We designed a land

 Where  (3)__________  child would like to stay

  (4)________  no fear of heights

 We climbed up the tallest tree

 With a better view

 We  (5)________  the power to control

 The rules of a place we’ve been only looking for

 It’s up to us to build a new world

 We  (6)________  to be this world

 So  (7)________  on, don’t be scared, we are taking off

  (8)______________   (9)______________  love we'll 

(10)__________  be the  (11)________  

 Because without  (12)________  we'll never be 

(13)____________  

 You need to fight for life for  (14)____________  your soul

 You need to fight for life for  (15)____________  your soul

 Take this  (16)__________  step

 To change the colors someone set

 Draw your own lines

 While there´s hope, there's love

 We need to be this world

 We  (17)________  the power to control

 We need to be  (18)________  world

 So  (19)________  on, don’t be scared, we are taking off

  (20)______________  without love we'll never be the same

 Because without hope we'll never be strong

 You  (21)________  to  (22)__________  for life for saving

your soul

 You need to fight for  (23)________  for saving your soul

 You need to  (24)__________  for life

 Because without love...

 You need to fight for life

 Because without love...

 The rules of a  (25)__________   (26)______________  been

only looking for

 It’s up to us to build a new...
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. Remember

2. safe

3. every

4. With

5. have

6. need

7. come

8. Because

9. without

10. never

11. same

12. hope

13. strong

14. saving

15. saving

16. first

17. have

18. this

19. come

20. Because

21. need

22. fight

23. life

24. fight

25. place

26. we’ve
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